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No

. 

word Part of 

speech  

No. word Part of 

speech 

1 bear N 19 habit N 

2 everyone 
N 20 snack N 

3 judo N 21 spend –spent V 

4 cycling N 22 pajamas N 

5 favourite Adj 23 relax -relaxed V 

6 Keep fit v 24 deep Adj 

7 exercise V 25 fresh air N 

8 trip N 26 comb V 

9 stadium N 27 clip -clipped V 

10 His highness 
N 28 nail N 

11 Amir N 29 pyramid N 

12 seat N 30 
 

 

fat 
N 

 

13 mostly Adv. 31 grains N 

14 match N 32 cereal N 

15 event N 33 dairy N 

16 phone -phoned V 34 golf N 

17 useful Adj 35 hockey N 

18 lifestyle N    

Health is Wealth 

Unit One 
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                               1-Vocabulary 

       A-Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d : 
 

1) Yesterday, I saw a big brown ……………………in the zoo. 
       a) trip                b) exercise         c) grain                d) bear 
 
2) My dad always walks for thirty minutes a day to ………………………  
      a) meet               b) keep fit          c) phone               d) comb 

  

3) My cousin bought a new bike to go……………………….in his free time. 

a) cycling                   b) judo                c) horse riding     d) gymnastics 

      

4) There weren’t enough ………………... in the bus so I couldn’t sit down . 
a)  grains                  b) seats               c)   bears              d) nails 

 

 5) On Fridays, we ………………. visit our grandparents and have lunch. 

a) mostly                       b) proudly            c) quietly                d) hard 

 

6) I need to take a rest and ………………...I feel so tired today . 

a) clip                        b) spend                 c) phone                 d) relax 

 

7)  Last week, we were on a camping …………………in the desert. 
a) trip                      b) pyramid              c) exercise          d) fat 

              
 

 8) You should  ....................... your time in a useful way to be successful. 

 a) relax     b) spend           c) Phone                  d) clip 

 

9) You can eat some nuts as a healthy ………………………… between meals. 

 a) nail                         b) snack                   c) golf                    d) bear 
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 10)  Let’s go to the ……………….to watch the final football match . 
  a) pyramid            b) habit                c) stadium               d) golf  

 
 

 

11)  Divers used to dive in ……………………...water to get pearls . 

  a) deep                 b) favourite       c) useful                  d) fit                       

               

12) Milk, cheese and butter are…………………………… products. 
a) dairy      b) habit             c) judo                  d) match 

  
 

13) Healthy…………………………is important to live longer and be happier. 

a) pyramid                  b) trip            c) lifestyle                d) seat 

 
 

14) Reading stories gives us ………………. information and fun. 

 a) useful                b) favourite       c) fit                    d) healthy 

 

15)  You should ………………………… your nails weekly. It is a healthy habit  
 

  a) spend   b) relax              c) clip         d) phone 
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Reading comprehension 

- 

  

               

    On Fridays, Hala goes to the club with her sister Hoor. They go to 

the club on foot . They see  different shops on their way to the club. 

They like playing different sports because they are active and they 

don’t enjoy staying at home at weekends. Hala’s favourite sport is tennis 

because it is an interesting sport. Hoor is tall,  so she is good at playing 

basketball. Last Friday, they met a new friend in the club. Her name is 

Salma. She is nine years old. She likes swimming. Salma says that 

everyone can play a sport to have a healthy body.     

           Choose the correct answer from a, b,  c &d:    

1-The best title for the passage is: 

 a) Visiting Friends                                          b) Playing Sports  

 c) Staying At Home                                        d) The Happy Friends  

2- The opposite of the underlined word tall in line 5 is:  

a) big                      b) short                   c) old                   d) long  

3-The underlined word they in line 3 refers to: 

a) Fridays               b) sports                 c) two sisters        d) shops   

4-  The club is ……………………….. the sister’s house . 

  a) far from            b) near                    c) on                       d) under  
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Answer the following questions:                             

  5- Why is Hoor good at playing basketball? 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
 

    6- What do the two sisters see on their way to the club ? 
  …………………………………………………………………………… 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                              2-  Reading comprehension 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 

 

 

 

  
        In the past people used to eat healthy food. They grew fruits and      

vegetables in their gardens. But nowadays, life has changed a lot. Most 

People spend their times in a lazy way using laptops, iPads and iPhones, 

watching videos, chatting, and playing computer games. Also most of 

children like to eat fast food like burger, chips and unhealthy snacks. It’s 

very important to know that fast food is very unhealthy because it is full 

of fat which is bad for heart. We have to follow a healthy lifestyle by 

doing exercises and eating healthy food to keep fit. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

 1)The best title for the passage is: 

 a- Eating Snacks                                                    b- Playing Games 

 c- Healthy lifestyle                                              d- Growing Vegetables 
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2)The meaning of the word 'fit' in line 7 is:  

 a- fast                       b- slow                c- healthy          d- dangerous 

 

3) The underlined pronoun" their" in line (3) refers to : 

 

 a- vegetables               b- people           c- gardens          d- fruits 

 

4) Fast food is very dangerous because……………………………………………. 
 

 a- people have laptops                                   b- life changed a lot 

 c- people do exercises                                   d- it’s full of fat 

 

B) Answer the following questions: 

 

 5-What did people use to eat in the past? 
 

   ………………………………………………………………………… 

 
6- How do people spend their time nowadays? 

 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
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                                               2-  Grammar                                     

Choose the correct answer from a, b, & c : 

 

1) My sister likes ……………………… pictures .It’s her favourite hobby. 
 a) paint            b) paints                     c) painting         

 

2) I like ………………………… in the pool in summer when it is hot. 

 a) swim                b) swimming               c) swims     

 

3) Ahmed likes ………………………to the gym every weekend . 

 a) goes              b) go                        c) going            

 

4) What do you like ………………… to keep fit  and healthy ? 

 a) doing             b) do                       c) does                

   

5) I   ………………………nice pictures in the art class yesterday. 

      a) paint              b) paints                c) painted 

 

6) My friend and I ………………………… swimming last Monday. 

    a) goes                   b) going                  c) went             

 

7) My father ……………………… our grandma three days ago. 

   a) visited                   b) visits                 c) visiting            

 

8) Where …………… you go yesterday? 

    a) doing              b) do                        c) did 

 

9) My friends …………………………… a falcon last night . 

     a) saw                        b) see                     c) seeing       

 

10) Yesterday, my dad ………………………………me money to buy a book. 

 a) gave                b) gives                       c) giving                
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11) Ali ……………………… 10 cups of water yesterday. 

 a) drinks              b) drank                 c) drink            

 

 12) Ahmed and Ali are going to ………………shopping tonight. 
     a) go                        b) goes                         c) going                   

 

13) We are going to ……………a tennis match at six o’clock. 
    a) plays                    b) playing                      c) play 

 

14) I’m going to ………………to Dubai this evening. 
a) flying                   b) fly                            c) flies                   

 

15)  Salem is going to …………………his homework after school. 
    a) do                      b) doing                            c) did                  

 

   16) My mum is going to ……………chicken and rice for lunch. 
     a) cooks                  b) cooking                        c) cook 

 

 17) My uncle ………………judo at the gym every Thursday. 

  a) do                        b) does                             c) doing                   

 

18) We usually  ……………our favourite cartoon at six o’clock  . 

  a) watches               b) watching                        c) watch 

 

19) I always …………………… to my country on holidays. 

  a) flying                    b) fly                                 c) flies                   

   

20) Amal always………………exercises to keep fit and healthy. 

   a) do                        b) doing                              c) does 
 

 

21) We sometimes ………………… to Canada in summer vacations . 

   a) travel                  b) travelling                          c) travelled           
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22) Amal bought a new dress. ………………dress is purple. 
   a) His                       b) My                                    c) Her                 

 

23) We have a big house , …………….house is near the school. 
    a) their                    b) our                                   c) his                   

 

24) I have got a nice bag. ……………… colour is pink. 
   a) her                         b) his                                    c) its 
 

 

25) Ali drives a car.  ………………… car is modern. 

   a) Their                      b) Our                                  c) His                   

 

26) We like walking. It’s …………………… favourite sport. 

   a) her                         b) our                                    c) his 

 

   27) They go to school on foot. ………………………house is next to school. 

  a) Their                       b) Our                                   c) His                    

 

28)  Nora tidied ………………………. room yesterday. 

   a) her                        b) his                                      c) their                     

 

  29) Adam goes to ………………………… work by car. 
  a) her                          b) our                                     c) his                    
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Composition  
 

a) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of 

not less than 4 sentences about (Cycling) with the help of the 

picture and guide words : 

park- weekend –friends-cousins-keep fit-healthy 

                

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting&pun. total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

where you go cycling 
………………………………………………… 

…………………………….

……………………….
why you go cycling 

…………………………………………………... 
 

who you go with 
………………………………………………………………

… 

when you go cycling 

………………………………………… 
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Composition 

a) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of 

not less than 4 sentences about (Healthy Habits) with the help of 

the picture and guide words : 

early- vegetables –fruit -exercise-live-longer 

                

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting&pun. total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

when you get up………………. 
………………..……………………………………………
…

…………………………….

……………………….

why you follow good habits 

…………………………………………………... 
 

what you should always do 
………………………………………………………………

…

what you should usually eat 

………………………………………… 
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Spelling 

A) Write the missing words to complete the sentences: 

  

      1- I play sports to ……………… .  

 

.     2- My favourite sport is  ………………. . 

 

      3- I like to watch football matches at the ……………… . 

  

      4- I eat ………………. for breakfast. 

  

      5- I studied the food……………….. in the science class.   

 

      6-You should ………………. your nails weekly.  

     

  7- I always have healthy ………………in my lunch box.      

 

B) Combine: 

       1- swim + ing   = …………………………. 

      2- match + s    = …………………………. 
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No. word Part of 

speech  

No. word Part of 

speech 

1 aunt N 19 blond Adj 

2 blessed Adj 20 curly Adj 

3 born V 21 oval Adj 

4 hold /held  V 22 college N 

5 take turn-took turn V 23 delicious Adj 

6 pretty Adj 24 grandparents N 

7 socks N 25 husband N 

8 cot N 26 wife N 

9 special Adj 27 niece N 

10 candy N 28 nephew N 

11 wavy Adj 29 lamb N 

12 earrings N 30 smart Adj 

13 put on  V 31 tired Adj 

14 pony tail N 32 holly Adj 

15 famous  Adj 33 gulf N 

17 writer N 43 knock on V 

18 slim Adj 35 coin N 

19 traditional  36 during adv 

   38 blanket N 

   39 ponytail N 
 

   

 
 

A Family Celebration 

Unit Two 
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Vocabulary 

 A-Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d : 

 

 1) We are ………………………to live in Kuwait .It’s a wonderful country. 
 a) slim             b) famous          c) blessed               d) curly 

 

2) She was ……………on December 22nd .She makes a party every year.  

a) born             b) put on            c) knocked on          d) took turn 

 

3) My mom Cooked……………………..and rice  for lunch yesterday. 

a) earrings          b) blanket          c) lamb                   d) cot 

 

4) My baby sister sleeps in a small…………………which is made of wood. 

a) writer              b) cot               c) wife                    d) aunt 

 

5) My friend is so ………………He always gets full marks in all subjects. 

a) tired               b) delicious            c) smart         d) slim 
                                                       

6) The glass of tea is very hot ,I can’t ……………………..it  
a) hold               b) put on            c) knock on              d) bless 

 

7) Kuwait is ……………………for its tall towers and the green island. 

a)  clever            b) famous        c)  slim                     d) blond 

 

8) My friend lost a lot of  his weight and became so…………………….  
a) curly  b) oval              c) blond       d) slim 

 

9) My favourite hairstyle is making a  …………………… .It is nice. 

a) college            b) ponytail       c) blanket        d) writer 
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 10)  The weather is very cold .I need to …………………my heavy coat. 
   a) hold               b) put on       c) knock on                  d) take turn  

 

 11) We should respect our……………………….and our teachers. 

   a) blankets         b) lambs       c) grandparents           d) socks 

 

12) When I finish my high school ,I will go to  ……………….  

  a) husband           b) wife         c) writer                    d) college 

 

13) You look very ……………..……. today .You should take a rest . 

  a) tired               b) clever       c) pretty                    d) oval 

 

14) We should ……………………when we take our tickets at the cinema  
  a) hold                 b) put on      c) knock on                d) take turn  

 

15) Ramadan is a ………………… month. All Muslims feel happy during it. 

  a) tired                 b) clever     c) holy                        d) wavy 

 

16) Saudi Arabia is the largest Arab ……………………country. 

  a)  coin                 b) Gulf         c) candy                      d) lamb 
 

17) Today is a…………………..day because it is my mom’s birthday . 
  a) special     b) clever       c) blond           d) slim 

 

18) We should ………………………….the door before we enter. 
  a) put on             b) take turn        c) hold              d) knock on 

 

19)  Don’t eat a lot of…………..……. .They are bad for your teeth. 

   a) coins               b) candies             c) cots                          d) socks 
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Reading comprehension 

 

     

 

                     I’m Ahmed. I’m a teacher. I’m from the United Arab Emirates. 

The U.A.E is an Arab Gulf country. On the second of December, we have 

a holiday to celebrate the National Day. In 1971, the seven Emirates 

united and became one country. Abu Dhabi became the capital city. It is 

a modern city. Tomorrow, my friend Ali is going to visit me . He is Kuwaiti. 

He visits the U.A.E every year to celebrate the National Day with me 

.We enjoy watching the fireworks and visiting different places like, 

Khalifah Tower and Dubai Mall .We can see the whole city when we go 

high up the tower.  

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 1) The best title for the passage is: 

 a- Gulf Countries                                     b- The U.A.E National Day 

 c- Kuwait’s National Day                          d- The Capital City 

 

2) The opposite of the word 'different' in line (7) is:  

 a- late                      b- slow                    c-same              d- long 

 

3) The underlined pronoun" it" in line (4) refers to : 

 a- The Emirates                                         b-The National day               

 c- Abu Dhabi                                              d- The holiday  

 

4) Kuwait’s National Day comes nearly after …… months of the UAE 
National day.  

 a- five                                                         b- three 

 c- six                                                          d-seven 
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B) Answer the following questions: 

 5-When does Ali visit the U.A.E? 

  …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

6- How do Ali and Ahmed celebrate the National Day? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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                     Reading comprehension                           

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

 

 

 

 

    Sara and Ahmad knew Mother's Day was coming soon. They wanted 

to do something special for their mother. Sara said that their mother 

likes flowers so they could buy her some red flowers. Ahmad said their 

mother would like sweets, so they could buy her a box of chocolate or 

a cake. Flowers, chocolates or a cake are nice but they would not last 

for a long time ! They wanted her to have something that would last 

until the next year. Sara and Ahmad made a nice poster. On Mother's 

Day, they gave their mother the present they made. She was very 

happy for their lovely present.  

 

A) Choose the correct word from a ,b ,c and d:  

1-The best title for this passage is:  
 

a) Special Flowers                             b) A Present for Sara  

c) A Box of Cake                               d) Mother’s Day  
 

2- The meaning of the word (lovely) in line (9) is: 
 

a) beautiful                                  b) slim            

        c) curly                                          d) oval  
 

    
  3- The underlined word (They) in line (6) refers to:  
 

a) sweets                                          b) Sara and Ahmed        

    c) flowers                                         d) chocolates 
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4-This story happened in …………………………..  
 

   a) January                                             b) February        

   c) March                                               d) April  
 
 

B) Answer the following questions: 
 

 5-Why didn’t Sara and Ahmed buy the sweets or the flowers? 
  

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
6- What did Sara and Ahmed make for their mother?  
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Grammar 

A) Choose the correct answer from a ,b and c:  
 

1) My sister ……………………a birthday party yesterday. 

 a) has               b) have                  c) had 

 

2) My friend …………………some socks for her baby sister last week. 

 a) bought                  b) buying                c) buys             
 

3) I ………………. born in June 2013. I’m ten years old. 
 a) is                 b) was                         c) were    

          

4) When………………..you born?  On March 23rd. 

 a) was                b) is                          c) were                
 

5) Yesterday, I ………………..my friend  Ali in the sports club. 

 a) meet                        b) meeting                 c) met                
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6) My …………………………brother is my uncle. 

 a) fathers                  b) father              c) father’s 
 

7) Can I ………………your pencil, please? 

 a) have                   b) has                c) had                 

 

8) Can I …………………to the gym with you, Dad?  Yes, of course. 

 a) goes                         b) go                c) going          

 

9) My sister is going to……………………and tidy the house tomorrow. 

 a) clean                     b) cleans          c) cleaning          

 

10) Next year, she is going to …………………Math at the college. 
 a) studied                        b) studying           c) study 

 

11) When are you going to ……………………. football, Ali?  

 a) playing                   b) plays                    c) play 
 

12) They usually ……………………shopping in 360 mall on Friday. 

 a) go                          b) going                    c) goes              

 

13) Please don’t………………………to do your homework. 

 a) forget                     b) forgets              c) forgot  

                  

14) Every year, Rama ………………………many presents on her birthday.  

 a) got                       b) gets                   c) getting          

 

15) My mum always……………………… black jeans and white shirt at work. 

a) wears                   b ) wear                   c) wearing            

 

16) What…………………Adam do every weekend ? 

 a) do                        b) does                    c) doing 
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Composition 

Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of 

not less than 4 sentences about (A new baby) with the help of the 

picture and guide words : 

aunt- Laila –pretty-bought-blanket-earrings 

                

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                            

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting  

&pun. 

total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

Who was blessed with a baby 
………………………………………………… 

…………………………….

………………………. What you bought for her 

…………………………………………………... 
 

 What she looks like 
………………………………………………………………

… 

What her name is 

………………………………………… 
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Composition 

a) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of 

not less than 4 sentences about (Girgaian) with the help of the 

picture and guide words : 

Ramadan- traditional- clothes -sing- -candies-happy 

                

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                       

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting&pun. total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

When Girgaian comes  
………………………………………………… 

…………………………….

………………………. What parents give them 

…………………………………………………... 
 

 How children feel 
………………………………………………………………

… 

What children wear 

………………………………………… 
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Spelling 
 

A) Write the missing words to complete the sentences: 

  

1- …………. Laila is my mother’s sister.  

 

      2- She is tall and …………………… .  

 

      3-She has got ……………………hair.  

 

       4- Ali studies Science at the …………………. .  

 

       5-………………Countries celebrate Girgaian in Ramadan. 

            

      6- The man ……………………. at the doors. 

 

       7-Parents give children ……………………….. . 

 

B) Combine: 

       1-     is + not      = ………………………. 

2- play + ing   = ………………………. 
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No

. 

word Part of 

speech 

No. Word  Part of 

speech  

1 
dance- 

danced 

V 13 colourful Adj 

2 way 
N 14 butterfly N 

3 wing 
N  

15 

strong Adj 

4 hive 
N 16 hear V 

5 fill 
V 17 taste V 

6 honeycomb 
N 18 stage N 

7 beekeeper 
N 19 caterpillar N 

8 sting 
V 20 chrysalis N 

9 amazing 
Adj 21 adult N 

10 insect 
N 22 spider N 

11 except 
Prep 23 spot N 

12 ladybird 
 24 lifestyle 

 
 

N 

25 abdomen N 36 body N 

26 
die V 

 

37 speedy Adj 

Animal Kingdom 

Unit Three 
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27 wildcat N 38 runner N 

28 
lizard N 39 heavy Adj 

29 
rock N 40 light Adj 

30 
hide V 41 hunt V 

31 
change V 42 kilometer N 

32 
move V 43 centimeter N 

33 
seagull N 44 Kilogram N 

34 
cheetah N 45 per-hour Adv 

35 
Africa N 46 dangerous Adj 

 
  47 sense of 

smelling 

- 

 
  48 sense of 

hearing 

- 
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Vocabulary 

   A-Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d : 
 

 1) Raise your voice please. I can’t ……………………you. 
 a) dance              b) sting          c) fill                   d) hear 

 

2) Bees make honey in the …………………………. 
a) hive              b) insect           c) wing                 d) beekeeper 

 

3) My mother asked me to……………………the jug with mango juice. 

a) hunt              b) fill              c) hear                   d) dance 

4) Excuse me! Where's the …………………………to the hospital?  

a) hive b) wing              c) beekeeper d) way  

5) Most of the birds can fly. They have got………………………… .   

a) wings b) insects        c) hives         d) ways 
                               

6) The butterfly has got four………………………wings .It looks beautiful. 

a) colourful       b) heavy       , c) speedy                 d) strong 
 

 

7) Be careful because bees will you ………………..if you step on them. 
a) hear              b) fill             c) sting                         d) taste 
 

8) The ……………………… of the butterfly has four stages. 
a) honeycomb    b) life cycle   c) ladybird                 d) beekeeper 
 

 9) I went to Green Island last Friday. The weather was………………… .  
a) amazing   b) colourful c) strong d)speedy 

    

 10) My bag is very……………………… . I can’t carry it. 
 

a) heavy    b) light          c) spotted         d) dangerous 
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  11) When I go to the sea, I take some bread to feed the……………………   

 
  a) cheetahs        b) spiders              c) lizards             d) seagulls 
 

12) Cheetahs …………………………small gazelles and rabbits. 
a) hide               b) move                     c) hunt            d) sting 
 

  13) Omar won the running race. He is a speedy…………………  . 

  a) spot   b) body 

             

c) runner 

            

d) abdomen 
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Reading Comprehension 
 

Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Once there was a lion. While the lion was sleeping under a tree 

in the forest, a little mouse came and began to play around it. The lion 

got up and was very angry. It caught the mouse and wanted to eat it. 

The mouse cried and said to the lion: “Oh, king of the forest. If you 
forgive me this time, I may help you one day" .The lion laughed and let 

the mouse go. A few days later, some hunters caught the lion in their 

net. The mouse came and started to cut the net with his sharp teeth. 

The lion was free. It was very happy and thanked the mouse. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 

 1) The best title for the passage is: 

 a- The lion and the Mouse                           b- A Tree in the forest             

 c- The Mouse and the Hunters                   d- A Happy Mouse 

 

2) The opposite of the word 'happy' in line 8 is:  

 a- beautiful           b- free                  c- sad          d- main 

 

3) The underlined pronoun" it" in the third line refers to the: 

 a- forest               b- lion                c- tree             d- mouse 
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 4) The lion was kind because he: 

 a- was sleeping                        b- ate the mouse        

 c- let the mouse go                 d- caught the mouse  

 
 

B) Answer the following questions: 

 

 5-Where was the lion sleeping? 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

6- How did the mouse help the lion? 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Reading Comprehension                 
 

Read the following passage and answer the questions: 
 

     

 

 

 

 

        Camels live in the desert. They have thick hair that protects 

them from the sun. They have wide, soft feet that help the camel to 

walk for a long time in the hot sand. The camel is called; "The ship of 

the desert" because it can live for days in the desert without food or 

water. It has a long neck to reach high palm trees. Camels’ young are 

called calves. In the desert, people feed camels with grass. When 

camels are travelling in the desert, food is often very hard to find. 

They are used for riding and carrying things. They also give us meat, 

milk and wool. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 

1) The best title for the passage is: 

 a) Thick Hair                           b) The Ship of the Desert                          

c) Food in the Desert                d) High Palm Trees 

 

2) The opposite of the word " hot " in line (3) is: 

a) dry            b) long            c) high                      d) cold  

     

3) The pronoun "it" in line (4) refers to the: 

a) water        b) food          c) desert                  d) camel 
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4) Camels have thick hair to: 
 

 a) walk for a long time.                              b) reach palm trees.      

 c) protect them from the sun.                   d) eat grass.  

 

 B) Answer the following questions:  

5- Why do people use camels?  

  …………………………………………………………………………………  

 

 6- What is a young camel called?  

     ……………………………………………………………………………… 

.
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Grammar 
 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b & c: 

 

1) Yara and Aya are  ……………… in the garden now. 

     a) playing                 b) plays                   c) played               

 

2) Be quite! please .The baby is………………….now. 
     a) sleep                    b) sleeps                  c) sleeping             

 

3) Listen! They are ……………………..a very nice English song  now. 

     a) sing                      b) singing                  c) sang                     

 

4) I’m ……………………my Mum in the kitchen now . 

     a) help                     b) helps                     c) helping              

 

5) I’m ……………………a letter to my friend at the moment. 

     a) write                    b) writes                  c) writing              

 

6) The girls are………………….the Kuwaiti flag in the art class now. 

     a) paint                    b) painting                c) paints  

 

7) My dad is ……………………on his new project in his office now. 

     a) work                     b) works                 c) working             

 

8) My friends are ……………………in the library at this moment. 

     a) read                      b) reading               c) reads                 
 

 

9) Summer season is …………………than winter. 
     a) hot                        b) hotter                c) hottest               
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10) The cheetah is the………………………land animal. 
     a) fast                   b) faster                      c) fastest 

 

11) Some children think that Jerry the mouse is ……………thanTom the cat. 

     a) clever                b) cleverer                   c) the cleverest         

 

12) The desert is the ……………………place. No one can live there. 

     a) hot                     b) hotter                      c) hottest                

 

13) Mona is  ………………………than Jana. She always gets full marks. 

     a) smarter               b) smart                      c) the smartest        

 

14) My dad is the……………………one in our family. He is good at basketball. 
     a) taller                  b) taller than               c) tallest 

 

15) This is the ………………………tree in the park. It is very big also. 

     a) old                      b) oldest                      d) older                          
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                                                            Composition               

a) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not 

less than 4 sentences about (Bees) with the help of the picture and guide 

words : 

fly-fill-honeycomb-dancing-sunny-weather 

                

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting&pun. total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

What bees make 
………………………………………………… 

…………………………….

……………………….

 What bees’ language is 
………………………………………………………………

… 

Where bees make honey 

………………………………………… 

How bees make honey 

……………………………… 
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                                                         Composition                         

a) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not 

less than 4 sentences about (The Cheetah) with the help of the picture 

and guide words : 

cheetah- Africa -hunt- rabbits-during- daylight 

                

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting&pun. total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

What the fastest land animal is 
………………………………………………… 

…………………………….

………………………. What a cheetah hunts 

…………………………………………………... 
 

 When a cheetah hunts 
………………………………………………………………

… 

Where a cheetah lives  

………………………………………… 
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Spelling 

A) Write the missing words to complete the sentences: 

          

        1- ……………. are clever animals. 

 

3- Wild animals live in the ………………. .   

 

       3- Children like to ………….. under the table.                             

 

       4- Lizards can ………………….very fast. 

 

5- …………………. make delicious honey.  

 

6-Bees fill the ………………… with honey.           

 

7-The ………………… collects the honey. 

   B) Combine: 

       1- young +  er  = ………………………… 

       2- big    + est  =  ………………………. 
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No

. 

word Part of 

speech  

N Word Part of 

speech  

1 capital N 13 citizen N 

2 oil well N 14 donate V 

3 Asia N 15 respect V 

4 lie V 16 volunteer V-N 

5 oil rich Adj 17 poor N 

6 widely 
 

Adv 
18 emergency number N 

7 GCC countries 
N 19 rob-  robbed V 

8 flat 
Adj 20 robbery N 

9 river 
N 21 exactly Adv 

10 mountain 
N 22 haircut N 

11 locate 

 

V 
 

23 barber N 

12 Modern 
Adj 24 arrest 

 
 
 

V 

      

 

 

 

 

Exploring Kuwait and the World around us 

Unit Four 
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No word Part 

of 

speech 

No Word Part of 

speech 

25 arrest V 34 coffee shop N 

26 lock V 35 museum N 

27 carefully Adv 36 lake N 

28 jewellery N 37 fountain N 

29 safe Adj 38 alive Adj 

30 safely Adv 39 lucky Adj 

31 cry V 40 top Adj 

32 bell N 41 tour N 

33 ring V 42 guide N 

   43 Farming area - 
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Vocabulary 

    A-Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d : 
 

  1) Kuwait has many ………………… . It is a rich country. 

    a) runners      b) rivers       c) capitals            d) oil wells 

 

  2) English is the most……………..…… used language in the world. 

    a) safely       b) exactly      c) widely                d) carefully  

 

3) Everest is the tallest………………………….in the world. 

 a) oil well           b) river          c) mountain            d) farming area 

  

4) Al-Shaheed Park is ………..……………in Kuwait City. 
  a) located         b) respected   c) donated             d) volunteered 

 

5) The land of Kuwait is …………… .There are no mountains in Kuwait.  

  a) poor              b) flat           c) modern              d) lucky 

 

6) Pupils ……………………to clean the beaches in the cleaning campaign. 

  a) volunteered   b) lied            c) located             d) respected 

 

7) The rich should ………….………… money to help to the poor. 

  a) respect          b) locate          c) donate     d) lie 

 

 8) A good……………………should work hard to help his country. 

  a) river                b) citizen          c) capital                d) mountain 

 
                                                                                

 

  9) Policemen do their best to ………………………thieves. 

    a) rob                b) arrest        c) lock              d) respect 
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  10) Yesterday, there was a robbery. We called the……………number. 
     a) barber         b) emergency          c) mountain          d) river  

 

11) The bank is a………………………place to keep your money in. 

   a) lucky             b) safe                    c) poor                  d) flat 
 

12) My brother got a haircut at the………………………… . 
   a) robbery          b) bell                    c) barber             d) citizen 

 

13) I’m happy because dad came home ………………………..from Africa. 

  a)  widely            b) safely                c)   carefully         d) exactly 

                                                 

14) Pupils leave the class when they hear the……………………… rings. 
 a) jewellery          b) barber              c) robbery            d) bell 

 

15) Babies always……………………when they feel hungry. 

a)  locate              b) cry                      c)   rob                d) ring 
 

16) There is a beautiful …………………………in our garden. 
a) robbery           b) citizen                     c) fountain          d) barber 

 

  17)  This man is lucky to be ………………………after this accident. 
a) modern              b) flat                            c) poor                  d) alive 
 

18) I ‘m ………………… because I could catch the train before it left. 

a) lucky                 b) flat                             c) rich                  d) modern 
 

19) What time is it now? It is …………………………5 O’clock. 
 

a)  widely                b) safely              c)   carefully         d) exactly 
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Reading comprehension 

Read the following passage carefully ,then answer the questions below: 

 

 

 

  
                

   

                Fahad Al Deehani is a Kuwaiti shooter and an officer. He was 

born on 11
th October 1966 in Kuwait City. He won many medals for 

Kuwait in this Olympic game. He won the bronze medal for the men’s 

shooting in 2000. It was Kuwait’s first medal in the Olympics. He 

won another bronze medal in 2012. In 2016 Al Deehani competed as 

an independent Olympic shooter. Al Deehani won the gold medal. His 

Highness Sheikh Sabah honored him for his great work. Kuwaiti 

people are very proud of him. 

 
A) Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : 

1-The best title for this 

passage is:    

a) Sheikh Sabah                          b) A Famous Shooter  

c)The Olympics                              d) Kuwait City 

 

2- The opposite of the word “won” in line (2 ) is: 

a) lost               b) born               c) honored               d) sold  

 

                            

3-The underlined word” It”  in line (4) refers to:   

     
a) The Olympic game                         b) Kuwait     

       c) bronze medal                             d) the shooting   
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4- The first medal Kuwait won was in: 

a)  2000        b) 2012              c)   2016                   d) 1966           

   

B) Answer the following questions: 

 

 5- How old is Fahad Al-Deehani ? 

    ………………………………………………………………………. 

 

6- Why are Kuwaiti people proud of Fahad Al-Deehani? 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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                          Reading comprehension               

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

 

 

 

 

                 One day, Rami and many students took part in a beach 

cleaning campaign. They went by bus .They arrived at the beach at 

ten o’clock in the morning .When they got there, there were many 

people, some of them were swimming, others were holding garbage 

bags. A lot of his friends and some of his teachers were there. They 

started to pick up the garbage. After an hour, they filled three bags. 

One of the teachers loaded the filled garbage bags into a pick – up 

truck. After they finished ,they put up signs that read," keep the 

beach clean, please" . 
 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

 

1) The best title for the passage is: 

a- A Pick-Up Truck                           b- The Clean Beach     

c- Garbage Bags                               d- Swimming in the sea  

 

2) The underlined pronoun (they) in line (6) refers to: 

   a-the garbage bags                          b- candy wrappers    

   c- Rami and his friends                    d- newspapers 

 

3) Rami and the students went to the beach …………………….. 
   a- by car                                           b-on foot              

   c- on a bike                                       d- by bus 
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4) The opposite of (pick up) in line (6) is: 

 a- throw                                           b. arrive  

        c-talk                                               d. reach    

  
 

B) Answer the following questions: 

 5-What did Rami and his friends do after they finished? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

6- When did Rami and his friends arrive at the beach? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Grammar 

A) Read and Choose the correct answer from a,b and c: 

 

1) They usually go to the park and …………………fun. 
 a) had           b) having           c) have 

 

2) Kuwait…………………nine islands. I want to see them . 

 a) is having       b) have                   c) has            

 
3) Every year, We  ……………………money and  clothes to the poor.  

 a) donates      b) donate          c) donating         

 
4) We usually  …………the museum on Friday because it is a weekend . 

a) visits        b) visit                  c) are visiting   
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5) My uncle lives in America. He ……………………three languages. 
 a) speaks      b) speak                c) was speaking       
   
6) Jana usually…………………to Al-Shaheed Park to walk . 

 a) go                  b) goes                c) going       

 

7) My brother always …………………football in the club.  

 a) play                   b) played          c) plays           

 

8) She must…………..……to the airport. Her flight is after one hour. 

 a) go            b) goes               c) going   

 

9) We must ……………………the Kuwaiti flag. 

 a) respected          b) respecting         c) respect    

 

10) You mustn’t…………………medicine without consulting the doctor. 

 a) take        b) took                c) takes  

          

11) Muslims must……………………Zakat Al Fitr. 

 a) giving              b) gave                 c) give           

 

1) Yesterday, Mum ……………………our lunch at four o’clock. 

 a) prepare           b) prepared          c) preparing          

 

12) Last week, Salem  …………………a new bike for the race. 

     a) buy                     b) buys              c) bought 

 

13) They ………………… the Grand Mosque last week. 
 a) visited           b) visit                   c) visits  
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14) Where………………..you go yesterday? 

 a) do               b) did                    c) doing                

 

15) The thieves …………………the bank yesterday. 
 a) rob                 b) robbed             c) robs 

                 

16) My friend …………………………me today. 
 a) phoned          b) phone              c) phones 

           

17) Yesterday, there…………………a robbery in our neighbourhood. 
 a) is             b) are              c) was 

                 

18) I …………………the doors before I went out. 

 a) locked          b) locks              c) lock   

 

19) He…………………………fast when the police stopped him. 
 a) drive           b) is driving        c) was driving          

 

20) The pupils…………………………when the bell rang. 
 a) write                b) writing                c)  were writing     

 

21) She ………………………….to her son when she had an accident. 

 a) was talking        b) talking               c) talked                 

 

22) When the baby cried, his mum ……………………… . 
 a) cooking           b) cooks                c) was cooking 

 

23) The cat ………………………… when the car hit it. 

 a) was running         b) running              c) is running  
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24) When my aunt came home, my Mum ……………………… . 
 a) sleeping           b) sleeps                  c) was sleeping 

 

25) The boy is climbing ………………………the tree. 
 a) through               b) under           c) up                     

 

26) The dog is jumping……………………the box. 

 a) over                      b) along                   c)  through          

 

27) The children are playing………………..……the river. 

 a) over                      b) along                   c) through             

 

28)The birds are flying………………………the tree. 
 a) through              b) under                     c) over                  
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Composition 

a) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not 

less than 4 sentences about (Kuwait) with the help of the picture and 

guide words : 

lies-Arabian Gulf-Kuwait City-Kuwaiti- Dinar -towers 

                

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit Four                                                                                                                First Term                

 

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting&pun. total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

Where Kuwait is 

………………………………………………………
… 

…………………………….
………………………. What places you visit 

…………………………………………………... 
 

 What the currency is 
………………………………………………………………

… 

What the capital of Kuwait is 
……………………………………………………… 
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Composition 

a) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph 

of not less than 4 sentences about (Al-Shaheed Park) with the 

help of the picture and guide words : 

located-Kuwait City-walk- run -fountains- lake-swim 

                

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas 

Lay out\format Grammar& spelling Handwriting&pun. total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

      

Where Al-Shaheed Park is  
………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………….

……………………….
What you mustn’t do 

…………………………………………………... 
 

What things they see 

………………………………………………………………… 

Why people go there 

………………………………………… 
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Spelling 

A) Write the missing words to complete the sentences: 

              

      1- We saw a beautiful ………………. at Alshaheed Park.  
 

  

      2- Children played around the ………………………… .  

 

      3-We had some drinks at the …………………………………  .                   

 

4-The policeman could ………………………. the thief. 

       

5-Everest is the tallest ………………………… in the world.  

 

6-The school bell …………………. at 7:30 in the morning.  

 

7-The……………………… made me a nice haircut.  

 

B) Combine: 

       1- cry     +  ed    = ………………………. 

       2- quick  +  ly     = ………………………. 


